REBATE CHECK LIST
Before You Go To The Pharmacy
 e sure to have your prescription filled at a pharmacy on the
B
eVoucherRx™ network. You can find pharmacies near you online
at http://evoucherrx.relayhealth.com/StoreLookup.

NO COUPON
Required with NEW
eVoucherRx™ Savings
Program

Call your insurance provider to confirm:
Is my prescription covered by my insurance?
Have I met my deductible so that I qualify for coverage?
If covered, what should the cost be for 1 month supply?
If my prescription was covered prior to January 1, 2018, are there
recent changes that may have impacted my coverage.

At The Pharmacy
If the pharmacist tells you that your prescription is not in stock, ask to
have it ordered. They should be able to get it to you within 24 hours.
D
 O NOT switch to a prescription that your doctor
did not prescribe.
Ask your pharmacist if they have a recurring refill program.

Universal EMR Instant
Rebate Codes
For all pharmacies not able to participate in the
Avion e-voucher program we offer a universal
ID that will allow the patient to enjoy instant
savings off of each prescription. Please present
the IDS below for the appropriate prescription
and the savings will be automatically applied to
the prescription.
EXAMPLE: If you are using
an eScript universal rebate
card for FeRivaFA then the
Group will be OH5501041
and the ID for every patient
will be 703100106710.
The RxBIN, RxPCN and Suf
always stays the same as in
the box shown to the left.

Brand (NDC #)

Group

ID

Prenate® Vitamin Family:
Prenate Pixie® (75854-316-30)
Prenate Mini® (75854-315-30)
Prenate Chewable® (75854-306-30)
Prenate® AM (75854-307-30)
Prenate Elite® (75854-314-30)
Prenate Essential® (75854-313-30)
Prenate DHA® (75854-312-30)
Prenate® Enhance (75854-309-30)
Prenate® Restore (75854-308-30)

OH5502061

702100106716

PrimaCare™ (75854-322-30)

OH5502061

702100106716

FeRivaFA (75854-319-30)
FeRiva 21/7® (75854-318-28)

OH5501041

703100106710

Chromagen™ (75854-320-30)
Niferex™ (75854-321-30)

OH5501041

703100106710

Nicomide® (75854-343-60)

OH5534041

704100106713

®

Still have questions? Visit www.avionrx.com or call 888.612.8466.

